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Using a previously well-tested numerical model, we demonstrate that good acoustophoresis can be obtained in a microchannel embedded in an acoustically soft, all-polymer chip, by excitation of whole-system ultrasound resonances. In contrast to conventional techniques based on a standing bulk acoustic wave inside a liquid-filled microchannel embedded in an elastic, acoustically hard material, such as glass or silicon, the proposed whole-system resonance does not need a high acoustic contrast between the liquid and surrounding solid. Instead, it relies on the very high acoustic contrast between the solid and the surrounding air. In microchannels of usual dimensions, we demonstrate by numerical simulations the existence of whole-system resonances in an all-polymer device, which support acoustophoresis of a quality fully comparable to that of a conventional hard-walled system. Our results open up for using cheap and easily processable polymers in a controlled manner to design and fabricate microfluidic devices for single-use acoustophoresis.

I. INTRODUCTION

A steadily increasing number of papers report successful applications of ultrasound-based microscale acoustofluidic devices in biology, environmental and forensic sciences, and clinical diagnostics [1–5]. Examples include cell synchronization [6], enrichment of prostate cancer cells in blood [7], high-throughput cytometry and multiple-cell handling [8, 9], single-cell patterning and manipulation [10, 11], size-independent sorting of cells [12], and rapid sepsis diagnostics by detection of bacteria in blood [13]. Acoustics have also been used for non-contact microfluidic trapping and particle enrichment [14], massively parallel force microscopy on biomolecules [15], as well as acoustic tweezing [16–19].

In all applications, an appropriate magnitude of the acoustic forces is reached by resonant actuation of ultrasound waves, using one of two basic methods. One method relies on bulk acoustic waves (BAW), see Fig. 1(a), for which resonant modes are built up in liquid-filled acoustic resonators, say microchannels or microcavities, embedded in acoustically hard material such as silicon, glass and/or metal. For this method to work, it is crucial that the acoustic contrast between the liquid and the surrounding solid is sufficiently large, typically around 10 in terms of the acoustic impedance ratio. The other method relies on surface acoustic waves (SAW), Fig. 1(b), that are resonantly excited by using appropriately spaced interdigitated metallic transducer electrodes positioned on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. For this method to work, it is crucial that the piezoelectric coupling constant of the substrate is sufficiently strong, and thus a popular choice is lithium niobate substrates, well-known from conventional electromechanical filters in microwave technology. Both methods are actively being used in contemporary acoustofluidics as is evident from the following examples published in the literature the past two years. BAW devices have been used for cell focusing in simple and inexpensive aluminum devices [20], for binary particle separation in droplet microfluidics [21], for hematocrit determination [22], for enrichment of tumor cells from blood [23], and for manipulation of C. elegans [24, 25], while SAW devices have been used for nanoparticle separation [26, 27], for self-aligned particle focusing and patterning [28], for enhanced cell sorting [29], and for in-droplet microparticle separation [30].

Currently, the acoustofluidic devices with the highest throughput are of the BAW type [5]. However, a limiting factor for fully exploiting the application potential of such devices, is the cost of the glass or silicon components, used because of their high acoustic contrast relative to water. This limitation is especially severe for applications intended for point-of-care clinical use [3], where the acoustic separation unit must be a single-use consumable. This important problem could be overcome by using all-polymer microfluidic devices, if they could...
be made compatible with ultrasound acoustics, because that would allow for cheap conventional volume fabrication [31]. However, partly due to the lack of good theoretical understanding, it has proven difficult to make good all-polymer BAW-devices for acoustofluidics. But a few results for such devices have been published, including focusing of polymer beads [32–35], lipids [32], and red blood cells [33, 36], as well as blood-bacteria separation [37] and purification of lymphocytes [38]. A potential draw-back of using polymer-based acoustofluidic devices could be the increased energy dissipation and heating in the polymers during operation. However, for the purpose of this study, we imaging the use of a standard temperature control often employed in acoustofluidics, such as a Peltier-element feedback loop [39], and thus leave out an analysis of thermal effects.

The main goal of this work is to provide a theoretical framework for designing all-polymer microfluidic devices capable of successful acoustophoretic applications. The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section II, we present the basic device geometry and the material properties. In Section III, we give a short overview of the theory of linear acoustics of the solid and the fluid, the acoustic radiation force on suspended tracer microparticles, and the numerical implementation of the model. The results of the numerical simulation for a simplified model in two dimensions (2D) of a conventional silicon-glass system are shown and analyzed in Section IV. They serve as a baseline for the 2D simulation results of an all-polymer device presented in Section V, where the principle of whole-system ultrasound resonances (WSUR), see Fig. 1(c), is established as a method to identify specific resonances suitable for successful acoustophoresis in this acoustically soft system. In Section VI, we present the results of a more realistic model in three dimensions (3D) of the all-polymer device, and discuss them in relation to preliminary experimental results. Finally, in Section VII, we summarize and discuss the obtained results.

II. GEOMETRY AND MATERIALS

Generic, mm-long, straight channels that are placed along the horizontal $x$ axis and have a constant rectangular cross section in the vertical $y$-$z$ plane, have been intensively studied in the literature both theoretically [40–43] and experimentally [39, 44–46]. This design is thus an obvious choice for our analysis, and following Refs. [39, 44–46], the fluid domain $\Omega_{fl}$ in the vertical $y$-$z$ plane is taken to be a rectangle of width $W_{fl} = 377 \mu m$ and height $H_{fl} = 157 \mu m$. The fluid domain is embedded in an elastic solid $\Omega_{sl}$ defined by a larger rectangle of width $W_{sl}$ and height $H_{sl}$, see Fig. 2, of values to be specified below.

As sketched in Fig. 1(c), the ultrasound actuation is modeled by the time-harmonic and spatially antisymmetric displacement condition applied to the bottom surface of the solid with a frequency in the low MHz range of 1.0 to 2.2 MHz and a fixed amplitude $d_0 \simeq 0.1 \text{ nm}$, which corresponds to typical experimental values. This specific actuation is chosen to better generate the conventional anti-symmetric standing pressure half-wave in the horizontal direction, which focuses suspended particles in the vertical $y$-$z$ plane along the center $x$ axis of the channel. The frequency range is where this specific resonance appears for the given choice of geometry and materials. It is straightforward to extend this simple actuation model by adding an actual piezoelectric material to the solid and driving it by a suitable ac voltage.

Material wise, the elastic solid in our model is taken to be the transparent thermoplastic polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), also known as acrylic glass, Plexiglas or Lucite. The acoustofluidic response of this acoustically soft polymer is contrasted with that of the conventional acoustically hard devices made of a silicon base and a borosilicate glass lid (Pyrex) [39, 44–46]. The values of the material parameters at ambient temperature used in the elastodynamic model of the solids are shown in Table I. Note that in the case of PMMA we have used representative average values based on Refs. [47–50, 54]. Material parameters at 25 °C for water and 10-µm-diameter polystyrene tracer particles are listed in Table II.

<Table I. Material parameters at 25 °C for selected solids.>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>$\text{kg} \text{ m}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{44}$</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{12}$</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coeff.</td>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. impedance</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>MPa s m$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<Table II. Material parameters at 25 °C for selected solids.>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>PMMA</th>
<th>Pyrex</th>
<th>Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>2230</td>
<td>2329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>8.567</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>165.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{44}$</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>$C_{12}$</td>
<td>5.710</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>63.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coeff.</td>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. impedance</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>19.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<Figure 2. (a) The vertical cross section in the $y$-$z$ plane of the long, straight device. The elastic solid (beige, $\Omega_{sl}$) has the outer widths $W_{sl}$ and height $H_{sl}$, while the fluid channel (light blue, $\Omega_{fl}$) has the width $W_{fl} = 377 \mu m$ and height $H_{fl} = 157 \mu m$. (b) A sketch of the anti-symmetric actuation $u(W_{+}) = \pm d_0 e^{-i\omega t} n$ of the time-harmonic displacement at the actuation regions $W_+$ (red) and $W_-$ (blue) separated by the gap $\Delta W$.>
TABLE II. Material parameters at 25 °C for water and 10-μm-diameter polystyrene tracer particles. Note: $Z_{fl} = \rho_{fl} c_{fl}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density [41]</td>
<td>$\rho_{fl}$</td>
<td>997.05 kg</td>
<td>m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressibility, isentr. [41]</td>
<td>$\kappa_{fl}$</td>
<td>447.7 TPa$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound [41]</td>
<td>$c_{fl}$</td>
<td>1496.7 m</td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coefficient [55]</td>
<td>$\Gamma_{fl}$</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. acoustic impedance</td>
<td>$Z_{fl}$</td>
<td>1.49 MPa m</td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polystyrene particles in water:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density [56, 57]</td>
<td>$\rho_{ps}$</td>
<td>1050 kg</td>
<td>m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressibility [56, 57]</td>
<td>$\kappa_{ps}$</td>
<td>238 TPa$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monopole coefficient [57]</td>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole coefficient [57]</td>
<td>$f_1$</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. THEORY

The physical model of the acoustophoretic device consists of a fluid-filled microchannel channel embedded in an elastic solid. The piezoelectric transducer, which in reality drives the ultrasound waves in the system, is replaced by a simplifying oscillating displacement condition on part of the outer surface of the solid. We thus need the governing equation for the linear ultrasound acoustics of the solid and the fluid, as well as of the nonlinear acoustics describing the acoustophoretic forces on microparticles suspended in the fluid. We restrict our analysis to the time-periodic and isentropic case at ambient temperature, thus disregarding transient behavior [42] and thermal effects [41, 57].

#### A. Linear acoustics of the solid and the fluid

We use standard, weakly damped, linear elastodynamics [58], with the specific coupling to microscale acoustofluidics as formulated by Ley and Bruus [59] for isotropic solids, and its extension to cubic crystals by Dual and Schwarz [60]. The dynamics of the solid of density $\rho_{sl}$ is modeled by the elastic displacement $u$ and stress $\sigma$, both with a time-harmonic oscillation given by the phase factor $e^{-i\omega t}$, where $\omega = 2\pi f$ is the angular frequency and $f$ is the frequency. Because the governing equations are linear, this temporal phase factor is divided out in the following, leaving only a spatially dependent amplitude for all fields. When time dependence is needed, the phase factor $e^{-i\omega t}$ is simply reintroduced in the fields. The linear constitutive stress-strain relation is given in terms of the elastic moduli $C_{ik}$ in the Voigt representation, and the governing equation for the displacement field $u$ at angular frequency $\omega$ becomes

$$-\rho_{sl} \omega^2 (1+i\Gamma_{sl}) u = \nabla \cdot \sigma,$$

with summation over the repeated indices $i, k = x, y, z$, and where $\epsilon_{ik} = \frac{1}{2} (\partial_i u_k + \partial_k u_i)$ is the strain tensor components, while $\langle AB \rangle = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re}(A^* B)$ is the time average over one oscillation period of the fields $A$ and $B$ given in the complex time-harmonic notation.

The fluid (water) of density $\rho_{fl}$ and sound speed $c_{fl}$, with an acoustic pressure $p$ and acoustic velocity $\mathbf{v}$ at angular frequency $\omega$, is modeled as pressure acoustics with a weak absorption $\Gamma_{fl} \ll 1$, but no viscosity, [59]

$$\nabla^2 p = -\frac{\omega^2}{c_{fl}^2} (1+i\Gamma_{fl}) p,$$

$$\mathbf{v} = \frac{-i}{\omega \rho_{fl}} \nabla p.$$  

The acoustic energy density $E_{ac}^{sl}$ in the solid domain is the sum of the kinetic and compressional energy densities,

$$E_{ac}^{sl} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{sl} \omega^2 \langle u_k u_k \rangle + \frac{1}{2} \langle \epsilon_{ik} \sigma_{ik} \rangle,$$

where $\kappa_{fl} = (\rho_{fl} c_{fl}^2)^{-1}$ is the compressibility of the fluid.

A cubic crystal has three independent elastic moduli $C_{11}$, $C_{12}$, and $C_{44}$, while an isotropic material has two due to the constraint $C_{12} = C_{11} - 2C_{44}$. In the latter case, the material is therefore characterized by the longitudinal and transverse sound speeds $c_0 = \sqrt{C_{11}/\rho_{sl}}$ and $c_4 = \sqrt{C_{44}/\rho_{sl}}$, respectively.

As described in Ref. [55], the damping of the acoustic wave is taken into account in Eq. (1a) by the factor $(1+i\Gamma_{sl})$. This description is valid for the wide range of solids that all have a small damping coefficient $\Gamma_{sl} = 2\alpha/k_0 \ll 1$, where $\alpha$ is the attenuation coefficient (measured in Np/m) and $k_0$ is the wavenumber. Here, we study the acoustically hard materials silicon and Pyrex with $\Gamma_{si} = 0$ and $\Gamma_{py} = 0.0004$, respectively [55], and the acoustically soft polymer PMMA with $\Gamma_{pmma} = 0.0088$ [51]. In the concluding discussion in Section VII, we also briefly describe a device made of the rubber PDMS.

The acoustic energy density $E_{ac}^{sl}$ in the solid domain is the sum of the kinetic and elastic energy densities

$$E_{ac}^{sl} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{sl} \omega^2 \langle u_k u_k \rangle + \frac{1}{2} \langle \epsilon_{ik} \sigma_{ik} \rangle,$$

with summation over the repeated indices $i, k = x, y, z$, and where $\epsilon_{ik} = \frac{1}{2} (\partial_i u_k + \partial_k u_i)$ is the strain tensor components, while $\langle AB \rangle = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re}(A^* B)$ is the time average over one oscillation period of the fields $A$ and $B$ given in the complex time-harmonic notation.

The fluid (water) of density $\rho_{fl}$ and sound speed $c_{fl}$, with an acoustic pressure $p$ and acoustic velocity $\mathbf{v}$ at angular frequency $\omega$, is modeled as pressure acoustics with a weak absorption $\Gamma_{fl} \ll 1$, but no viscosity, [59]

$$\nabla^2 p = -\frac{\omega^2}{c_{fl}^2} (1+i\Gamma_{fl}) p,$$

$$\mathbf{v} = \frac{-i}{\omega \rho_{fl}} \nabla p.$$  

The acoustic energy density $E_{ac}^{sl}$ in the fluid domain is the sum of the kinetic and compressional energy densities,

$$E_{ac}^{fl} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{fl} \langle v_k v_k \rangle + \frac{1}{2} \kappa_{fl} \langle p^2 \rangle,$$

where $\kappa_{fl} = (\rho_{fl} c_{fl}^2)^{-1}$ is the compressibility of the fluid.
B. Boundary conditions and fluid-solid coupling

The applied boundary conditions are the usual ones [59], namely that (1) the stress and the velocity fields are continuous across all fluid-solid interfaces, which then provides the coupling between the fluid and solid domains, (2) the stress is zero on all outer boundaries facing the air, and (3) the piezoelectric actuation is represented by a given displacement in the normal direction at that part of the solid surface, where the actuator is attached. The influence of the surroundings on a given domain with an outward-pointing surface normal $\mathbf{n}$ is

\begin{align}
\text{Fluid domain } \leftrightarrow \text{ solid: } & \quad \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{n} = -i\omega \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{n} \quad (5a) \\
\text{Solid domain } \leftrightarrow \text{ fluid: } & \quad \sigma_{sl} \cdot \mathbf{n} = -p \mathbf{n}, \quad (5b) \\
\text{Solid domain } \leftrightarrow \text{ transducer: } & \quad \mathbf{u} = \pm d_0 \mathbf{n}, \quad (5c) \\
\text{Solid domain } \leftrightarrow \text{ air: } & \quad \sigma_{sl} \cdot \mathbf{n} = 0, \quad (5d)
\end{align}

C. The acoustic radiation force on suspended microparticles

In a good acoustofluidic device, the acoustic radiation force $\mathbf{F}^{\text{rad}}$ on a suspended microparticle should be sufficiently large. In this work we consider 10-μm-diameter spherical polystyrene ”Styron 666” (ps) particles with density $\rho_{ps}$ and compressibility $\kappa_{ps}$. For such a large microparticle suspended in water of density $\rho_{fl}$ and compressibility $\kappa_{fl}$, thermoviscous boundary layers can be neglected, and the monopole and dipole acoustic scattering coefficients $f_0$ and $f_1$ are given by [57],

$$f_0 = 1 - \frac{\kappa_{ps}}{\kappa_{fl}} = 0.468, \quad f_1 = \frac{2(\rho_{ps} - \rho_{fl})}{2\rho_{ps} + \rho_{fl}} = 0.034. \quad (6)$$

In the presence of an acoustic field (3) of pressure $p$ and velocity $v$, the suspended microparticle experiences an acoustic radiation force $\mathbf{F}^{\text{rad}}$ given by [61]

$$\mathbf{F}^{\text{rad}} = -\pi a^3 \left(\frac{2}{3} \kappa_{fl} \text{Re} \left[ f_0^* f_1^* \nabla p \right] - \rho_{fl} \text{Re} \left[ f_1^* \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v} \right] \right). \quad (7)$$

Here, $a$ is the particle radius, and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.

D. Numerical implementation

Following the procedure described in Ref. [59], including mesh convergence tests, the coupled field equations (1) and (3) for the fluid pressure $p$ and the elastic-solid displacement $u$, subject to the boundary conditions Eq. (5), are implemented and solved on weak form using the finite-element solver COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a [62]. Lastly, to evaluate the quality of the acoustophoresis in the given device, the last step is to use Eqs. (6) and (7) to compute the acoustic scattering coefficients $f_0$ and $f_1$ as well as the acoustic radiation force $\mathbf{F}^{\text{rad}}$ acting on a single 10-μm-diameter spherical polystyrene tracer bead suspended at different positions in the water-filled microchannel.

IV. RESULTS FOR THE 2D MODEL OF A CONVENTIONAL HARD-WALLED DEVICE

We begin our analysis with the computational less demanding and faster simulations restricted to 2D cross sections of the systems, before moving on to the more complex, full 3D simulations. Moreover, to establish a baseline for evaluating the results for the acoustophoretic capabilities of all-polymer devices, we first analyze an ideal hard-walled device. Then we progress to a conventional, acoustically hard, but elastic silicon-glass device, before finally treating an all-polymer device. In the main part of the paper, we analyze the standing half-wave pressure resonance along the $y$ direction, but as shown in Section VII the analysis can straightforwardly be extended to higher modes with a more complex spatial structure.

A. An ideal hard-walled device in 2D

We consider a rectangular channel cross section of width $W_{fl}$ and height $H_{fl}$ in the vertical $y$-$z$ plane and centered around $y = 0$. If its walls are infinitely hard, it supports a standing half-wave pressure resonance $p_{hard}$ in the horizontal $y$-direction at the frequency $f_{hard}$. The resonance is characterized by its amplitude $p_{ac}$ and corresponding acoustic energy density $E_{hard}$, and it results in a radiation force $\mathbf{F}^{\text{rad}}$ of amplitude $F_{ac}^{\text{rad}}$ on a given spherical tracer particle of radius $a$ and acoustic monopole and dipole scattering coefficients $f_0$ and $f_1$ suspended in the channel. Using the dimensions of the fluid domain listed in Table III, the resonance properties can be summarized as, [45]

\begin{align}
f_{hard} &= \frac{c_{fl}}{2W_{fl}} = 1.985 \text{ MHz}, \quad (8a) \\
p_{hard} &= p_{ac} \sin \left( k_y y \right), \quad \text{with } k_y = \frac{\pi}{W_{fl}}, \quad (8b) \\
E_{hard} &= \frac{1}{4} \kappa_{fl} p_{ac}^2, \quad (8c) \\
F_{hard}^{\text{rad}} &= -E_{ac}^{\text{rad}} \sin \left( 2k_y y \right) e_y, \quad (8d)
\end{align}

with $F_{ac}^{\text{rad}} = \left[ f_0 + \frac{f_1}{3} \right] 4\pi^2 a^3 E_{hard} W_{fl}$.

This hard-walled resonance is completely decoupled from the motion of the surrounding solid. Its standing pressure wave $p_{hard}$ is a perfect sinusoidal half-wave with a vertical nodal line at the channel center, and the radiation force $F_{hard}^{\text{rad}}$ is similarly a perfect sinusoidal full-wave that pushes suspending particles horizontally to-
wards their stable equilibrium positions at the vertical center plane of the channel. No vertical force is exerted.

The $f_{\text{hard}}$ resonance is an idealization of the standing pressure half wave used in many acoustophoresis experiments. In the following study, we choose this resonance as the prime example of an acoustic resonance that leads to particularly good acoustophoresis.

B. A conventional silicon-glass device in 2D

As mentioned in the introduction, silicon-glass devices have successfully been applied to microscale acoustofluidic tasks [6–9, 12, 13]. Following the experiments of Refs. [39–41, 44–46], we choose here to study the long, straight rectangular channel of length $L$, width $W$, and height $H$ fabricated by KOH etch into the surface of a rectangular (100) silicon (Si) wafer with length $L$, width $W$, and height $H$, which is sealed off with a borosilicate glass lid (Pyrex) of height $H_{\text{lid}}$ and the same length $L$ and width $W$. In the following, we restrict our modeling to the 2D vertical cross section of the hard-walled device, see Eq. (8).

However, as in Ref. [43], we now include the elastic properties of the surrounding elastic silicon and Pyrex material using the parameter values listed in Table I.

According to Eq. (8a), the hard-walled device has a well-defined half-wave resonance at $f_{\text{hard}} = 1.985$ MHz. We therefore simulate the silicon-glass device in the frequency range from 1.7 to 2.1 MHz, see Fig. 3. We compute the frequency dependency of the acoustic energy $E_{\text{ac}}$ and $E_{\text{sl}}$ in the solid and fluid domain, defined by

$$E_{\text{ac}} = \int_{\Omega_{\text{fl}}} E_{\text{ac}} \, dy \, dz, \quad E_{\text{sl}} = \int_{\Omega_{\text{sl}}} E_{\text{ac}} \, dy \, dz. \quad (10)$$

as well as of the spatial average $\bar{F}_{\text{rad}}$ of the acoustic radiation force on a 10-μm-diameter test particle in the fluid domain,

$$\bar{F}_{\text{rad}} = \frac{1}{W_{\text{fl}} H_{\text{fl}}} \int_{\Omega_{\text{fl}}} \frac{y}{|y|} F_{\text{y}} \, dy \, dz, \quad (11a)$$

and

$$\bar{F}_{\text{rad}} = \frac{1}{W_{\text{fl}} H_{\text{fl}}} \int_{\Omega_{\text{fl}}} |F_{\text{z}}| \, dy \, dz. \quad (11b)$$

Here, we have "rectified" the $y$-component average through the anti-symmetric pre-factor $y/|y|$ to obtain a large value of $\bar{F}_{\text{rad}}$, when $F_{\text{rad}}$ has the useful anti-symmetric form, and where we have taken the absolute value of $F_{\text{z}}$ before averaging, so that a minimal value of $\bar{F}_{\text{rad}}$ is obtained, when the magnitude of the vertical component of the acoustic radiation force is small everywhere. This is done to help identifying resonances having a behavior similar to the conventional and very useful one of the hard-walled device, see Eq. (8).
The results for $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{sl}$, $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{fl}$, $F_{y}^\text{rad}$, and $F_{z}^\text{rad}$ versus frequency are shown in Fig. 3. We readily identify two strong resonances A and B that show up in all four quantities at $f_A = 1.893$ MHz and $f_B = 2.054$ MHz, respectively. Acoustically, these resonances are different. In Fig. 3(a) we see that for resonance A, the acoustic energy $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{sl} = 0.300$ J/m in the fluid is 3.7 times larger than $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{fl} = 0.082$ J/m in the solid, in spite of the area $A_{fl} = 0.059$ mm$^2$ of the fluid domain is 62 times smaller than the area $A_{sl} = 3.670$ mm$^2$ of the solid domain. Thus, A may be characterized as a fluid-domain resonance. Conversely, for resonance B, $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{fl} = 0.127$ J/m in the fluid is 0.18 times $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^{sl} = 0.710$ J/m in the solid, and B may thus be characterized as a whole-system resonance.

This characterization is corroborated by studying the Q-factors of the resonances, defined for resonance A as $Q_A = f_A/\Delta f_A = 161$, where $\Delta f_A$ is the full-width-at-half-maximum of the resonance curve $\mathcal{E}_{ac}^\text{A}(f)$ in Fig. 3(a), and similarly for resonance B, $Q_B = 501$; both values in agreement with experiment [44]. Following the Q-factor analysis of Ref. [55], we explain the observed Q-factors in terms of the respective Q-factors $Q_{fl} = \frac{1}{Q_{fl}} = 125$ and $Q_{sl} = \frac{1}{Q_{sl}} = 1250$ for the fluid and solid domain. As the damping in a given domain is proportional to the stored energy, the resulting damping coefficient of a resonance is the weighted average of the domain damping coefficients. We can thus estimate the resulting Q-factor of resonance A and B as

$$Q_A^\text{est} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{\Gamma_A} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\mathcal{E}_{ac,A}^{fl} + \mathcal{E}_{ac,A}^{sl}}{\mathcal{E}_{ac,A}^{fl} + \mathcal{E}_{ac,A}^{sl}} = 156, \quad (12a)$$

$$Q_B^\text{est} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{\Gamma_B} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\mathcal{E}_{ac,B}^{fl} + \mathcal{E}_{ac,B}^{sl}}{\mathcal{E}_{ac,B}^{fl} + \mathcal{E}_{ac,B}^{sl}} = 528. \quad (12b)$$

These estimates deviate only 5 % from the numerical values for $Q_A$ and $Q_B$ listed in Table IV, and we see that $Q_A$ is smaller $Q_B$ because for resonance A a larger fraction of the damping takes place in the fluid that has the higher damping, while the opposite is true for B.

In Fig. 3(b) we observe that for both resonance A and B, the magnitude $F_{y}^\text{rad}$ of the horizontal component of $F^\text{rad}$ is much larger than that of the vertical component $F_{z}^\text{rad}$. To quantify this observation, we introduce the figure of merit $R$, listed in Table IV, as the ratio

$$R = -\frac{F_{y}^\text{rad}}{F_{z}^\text{rad}}. \quad (13)$$

$R$ will be large in situations, where the acoustic radiation force has the desired property of a large anti-symmetric horizontal component and small vertical component. For the two resonances the figure of merit is $R_A = 29.1$ and $R_B = 18.1$, respectively, indicating that the fluid-domain resonance A has better acoustophoretic properties than the whole-system resonance B. We also note that the predicted acoustic energy density $E_{ac}$ at the two resonances listed in Table IV, resulting from the chosen actuation amplitude $d_0 = 0.1$ nm, are in agreement with typical experimental values that fall in the range from 1 to 100 Pa [39, 44–46].

We study resonance A and B in more detail in Fig. 4. The color and vector plots in Figs. 4(a1) and 4(b1) reveal that the displacement $u$ for resonance A is much larger at the interface to the channel than at the outer surface, while for resonance B the opposite is true. The color and vector plot of the acoustic radiation force $F^\text{rad}$ for resonance A in Fig. 4(a2), shows that it is nearly identical to the perfectly horizontal radiation force $F_{\text{hard}}$ in Eq. (8d) of the hard-walled device with its vertical line of stability in the center of the channel. As seen in Fig. 4(b2), resonance B is weaker, but is quite similar except for some skewness at the sides. Finally, through the horizontal line plots of the radiation force $F_{y}^\text{rad}$ and the pressure $p$ at the top, center, and bottom heights $z = 0.9H_{sl}$, 0.5$H_{fl}$, and 0.1$H_{fl}$ shown in Figs. 4(a3) and 4(b3), we compare more closely resonance $f_A$ and $f_B$ in the silicon-glass device with the ideal half-wave resonance $f_{\text{hard}}$ in the hard-walled device. It is seen how closely the pressure $p$ and the $y$-component $F_{y}^\text{rad}$ of the radiation force at the resonance $f_A$ reproduce the corresponding analytical expressions Eqs. (8b) and (8d) of the resonance $f_{\text{hard}}$. Resonance $f_B$ deviates a little more from resonance $f_{\text{hard}}$.

In conclusion, Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that in an acoustically hard silicon-glass device, two types of resonances may exist. One type is the fluid-domain resonance, represented by resonance A, defined by a high acoustic energy in the fluid domain and relatively little coupling to the solid domain. Compared to the actuation displacement $d_0$, the amplitude $\alpha$ of displacement field is relatively large at the inner fluid-solid interface and small at the outer surface of the solid. The resulting acoustic fields and radiation force closely resemble those of the ideal hard-walled case. Conversely, the other type is the whole-system resonance, represented by resonance B, defined by a high acoustic energy in the solid domain and a low one in the fluid domain. The displacement at the outer surface of the solid is larger than at the inner fluid-solid interface. The resulting acoustic fields and radiation force deviate a little from those of the ideal hard-walled case.

**Table IV.** The fluid-domain-averaged acoustic energy density $E_{ac}^\text{sl}$, the Q-factor $Q$, the components of the average acoustic radiation force $F^\text{rad}$ and the figure of merit $R$ for the resonances A and B of Fig. 3 in the silicon-glass device of width $W_{sl} = 2.52$ mm and height $H_{sl} = 1.48$ mm, and $d_0 = 0.1$ nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resonance number</th>
<th>Frequency [MHz]</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$E_{ac}^\text{sl}$ [Pa]</th>
<th>$F_{y}^\text{rad}$ [pN]</th>
<th>$F_{z}^\text{rad}$ [pN]</th>
<th>$R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.893</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.054</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 4. Numerical results for resonance A and B in Fig. 3 of the glass-silicon device. Top row (a1), (a2), and (a3) are for \( f_A = 1.893 \) MHz. (a1) Vector plot in the solid domain \( \Omega_{sl} \) of the displacement field \( u \) (green arrows) and color plot of its amplitude \( u \) from 0 nm (black) to 2.6 nm (white). To be visible, the nm-scale displacement has been increased by a factor 50,000. (a2) The radiation force \( F^{rad} \) on a 10-\( \mu \)m-diameter spherical polystyrene tracer particle as a function of its position in the fluid domain \( \Omega_{fl} \). Color plot of the magnitude \( F^{rad} \) from 0 pN (black) to 11.5 pN (white) and vector plot (magenta arrows) of \( F^{rad} \). (a3) Comparison of the numerical simulation of the silicon-glass device (dotted lines) of Fig. 3 with the analytical result of the hard-wall device (solid green line). The normalized pressure \( p/p_{norm} \) (half wave, \( p_{norm} = 209 \) kPa) and the \( y \)-component \( F^{rad}_y/p_{norm} \) of the radiation force (full wave, \( F^{rad}_{norm} = 11.0 \) pN) plotted along the top, center, and bottom horizontal lines at \( z = 0.9H_{fl} \) (blue dots), \( z = 0.5H_{fl} \) (black dots), and \( z = 0.1H_{fl} \) (red dots), respectively. Bottom row (b1), (b2), and (b3) are as top row (a1), (a2), and (a3), respectively, but for \( f_B = 2.054 \) MHz with \( p_{norm} = 138 \) kPa and \( F_{norm} = 5.05 \) pN.

V. RESULTS FOR THE 2D MODEL OF AN ALL-POLYMER PMMA DEVICE

We now apply our model to the study of an acoustically soft PMMA device. We do expect to see a different behavior compared to the acoustically hard silicon-glass device, because of the small ratio \( Z_{sl}/Z_{fl} \) of the specific acoustic impedances listed in Tables I and II,

\[
\frac{Z_{sl}^{PMMA}}{Z_{fl}^{PMMA}} = 2.14, \tag{14}
\]

which is 4 to 7 times smaller than those of pyrex and silicon given in Eq. (9). In particular, we expect the fluid-domain resonances of type A to vanish in this case, leaving only whole-system ultrasound resonances (WSUR) of type B.

A. Analysis of the 3-mm wide PMMA device

To investigate this hypothesis, we perform numerical simulations on a PMMA device with the dimensions listed in Table V. These values refer to the preliminary experimental work carried out by Pelle Ohlsson and Ola Jakobsson at the company AcouSort AB in Lund, Sweden, on acoustophoresis in all-polymer devices [63]. The device is fabricated from a thin bottom-layer PMMA film of height \( H_{sl}^{bot} \) and width \( W_{sl} \), see Fig. 2(a), onto which is bonded a thick PMMA block of height \( H_{sl}^{top} + H_{fl} \) and same width \( W_{sl} \) that contains a rectangular channel of height \( H_{fl} \) and width \( W_{fl} \) embossed or milled into its bottom surface. In the model we again use the anti-symmetric actuation of Fig. 2(b), typically in the range from 1 to 2.1 MHz, but now with the larger actuation displacement amplitude \( d_0 = 0.3 \) nm to mimic the softer material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Solid domain</th>
<th>Fluid domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>( L_{sl} = 50 ) mm</td>
<td>( L_{fl} = 40 ) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>( W_{sl}^{bot} = 3.0 ) mm</td>
<td>( W_{fl} = 375 ) ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>( H_{sl}^{bot} = 175 ) ( \mu )m</td>
<td>( H_{fl} = 150 ) ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>( H_{sl}^{top} + H_{fl} = 1000 ) ( \mu )m</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator gap</td>
<td>( \Delta W = 100 ) ( \mu )m</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V. The length scales of the rectangular PMMA system (sl) with a fluid-filled rectangular channel (fl). The values are provided by AcouSort [63].
FIG. 5. Numerical results for the rectangular PMMA device actuated at frequency $f$ using the anti-symmetric actuation of Fig. 2(b) with displacement amplitude $d_0 = 0.3$ nm. (a) Log-lin plot of the total acoustic energy $E_{ac}$ (blue) in the fluid domain $\Omega_f$ and $E_{ac}$ (red) in the solid domain $\Omega_{sl}$ versus actuation frequency $f$. (b) The spatially averaged radiation force components $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}$ (blue) and $F_{z}^{\text{rad}}$ (magenta) as a function of the actuation frequency $f$ showing six prominent resonances 1–6 also listed in Table VI.

The results for $E_{ac}$, $E_{ac}^{\text{fl}}$, $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}$, and $F_{z}^{\text{rad}}$ versus frequency in the PMMA device are shown in Fig. 5. Right away, we notice one striking difference between these spectra and the one for the silicon-glass device in Fig. 3. All the observed resonances are whole-system resonances of type B. The energy $E_{ac}$ of the solid is one to two orders of magnitude larger than the energy $E_{ac}^{\text{fl}}$ of the fluid domain. In fact, in Fig. 5(a) we need to use a logarithmic

FIG. 6. Numerical results for resonance 2 and 6 in Fig. 5 of the PMMA device. Top row (a1), (a2), and (a3) are for $f_2 = 1.1320$ MHz. (a1) Vector plot in the solid domain $\Omega_{sl}$ of the displacement field $u$ (green arrows) and color plot of its amplitude $u$ from 0 nm (black) to 25 nm (light yellow). To be visible, the nm-scale displacement has been increased by a factor 3000. (a2) The radiation force $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}$ on a 10-μm-diameter spherical polystyrene tracer particle as a function of its position in the fluid domain $\Omega_f$. Color plot of the magnitude $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}$ from 0 pN (black) to 9 pN (white) and vector plot (magenta arrows) of $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}$. (a3) The normalized pressure $p/p_{\text{norm}}$ (half wave, $p_{\text{norm}} = 150$ kPa) and the y-component $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}/F_{z}^{\text{rad}}$ of the radiation force (full wave, $F_{y}^{\text{rad}}/F_{z}^{\text{rad}} = 5.4$ pN) along the top, center, and bottom horizontal lines at $z = 0.9H_f$ (blue dots), $z = 0.5H_f$ (black dots), and $z = 0.1H_f$ (red dots), respectively. Bottom row (b1), (b2), and (b3) are as top row (a1), (a2), and (a3), respectively, but for $f_6 = 1.9045$ MHz with $p_{\text{norm}} = 135$ kPa and $F_{y}^{\text{rad}} = 6.8$ pN.
scale to be able to see these two energies in the same plot. In Fig. 5(b) we plot the average acoustic radiation force components $F_y^{\text{rad}}$ and $F_z^{\text{rad}}$, and as before observe that a number of resonances are clearly identified in all four quantities. The six most prominent resonances and their figure of merit $R$ are listed in Table VI. All the $Q$-factors lie in the narrow range from 116 to 147, comparable to conventional devices, and indeed, because $\Gamma_{sl} = \Gamma_{sl}$ in the water-PMMA device, we do expect that $Q \simeq Q_{sl} = Q_{sl} = 125$. The simulated values only deviate by 15% from this simple estimate. Further, based the data in Table VI, we predict that resonance 2 at $f_2 = 1.1320$ MHz with the highest figure of merit, $R_2 = 14.9$, has properties resembling those of the ideal resonance $f_{\text{hard}}$, the most, while resonance 6 at $f_6 = 1.9045$ MHz, the one closest to the ideal resonance frequency $f_{\text{hard}} = 2.0$ MHz, is not good given its low figure of merits $R_6 = 1.0$.

This hypothesis is checked in Fig. 6. We see that indeed most of the physical properties of PMMA resonance 2 in Fig. 6(a1), (a2), and (a3) are similar to the almost perfect silicon-glass resonance $f_A$. In one aspect it is even superior: The radiation force in resonance $f_2$ is not zero at the channel walls $y = \pm \frac{1}{2}W_s$ as is the case with $f_A$ and $f_{\text{hard}}$. In this sense $f_2$ is better to move particles from any starting point in the channel towards the vertical nodal line at $y = 0$. In contrast, the plots in Fig. 6(b1), (b2), and (b3) show that the acoustics in the channel, induced by the whole-system resonance in the PMMA device, results in a radiation force that only in the middle part of the fluid domain points towards the center line. At the edges it points the opposite way. Also a strong vertical component is observed. Clearly in this case, the low figure of merit is correctly predicting a resonance not well suited for acoustophoretic applications corresponding to the acoustically hard system.

With this example, we have demonstrated the main point of the paper: Microchannels embedded in acoustically soft materials are not able to support a resonance close to the ideal hard-wall resonance. However, whole-system resonances, primarily defined by having a relatively big displacement field in the large solid domain, may nevertheless induce a pressure field in the small fluid domain, which have properties suitable for acoustophoretic applications. We have identified these few acoustophoretically useful whole-system ultrasound resonances as those peaks in the spectra of the energy and the radiation force components that have the largest figure of merit $R$. These modes are of a quality comparable to that of the BAW-modes in conventional systems.

Based on these results, we formulate the whole-system-ultrasound-resonance (WSUR) principle, according to which, good acoustophoresis can be obtained in liquid-filled cavities driven by acoustic resonance modes of the whole system defined by the outer high-contrast solid-air interface and not, as conventionally, by the inner liquid-solid interface of the cavity itself. These WSUR modes may be identified numerically by maximizing an appropriately defined figure of merit $\tilde{R}$, such as Eq. (13).
nal wave, we predict the resonance frequency \( f_{\frac{1}{2},1} \) for the \( (\frac{1}{2},1) \)-resonance to be

\[
f_{\frac{1}{2},1} = c_{l}r \sqrt{\frac{2^{2}}{w_{sl}^{2}} + \frac{1^{2}}{H_{sl}^{2}}} \quad \text{or} \quad W_{sl}^{\frac{1}{2},1}(f) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{c_{l}r} - \frac{1}{H_{sl}^{2}}}.
\]

As seen from Fig. 7 (green curve), this naïve prediction is in fair agreement with the line of resonant points to which resonance 2 belongs. At the position of the fluid domain, this particular shear wave results in a horizontal oscillating displacement field which is compatible with ideal standing pressure half-wave in the channel.

VI. RESULTS FOR THE 3D MODEL OF AN ALL-POLYMER PMMA DEVICE

A more realistic test of the whole-system-resonance principle for a device in 3D is shown in Fig. 8 for a microchannel of length \( L_{sl} = 50 \text{ mm} \) embedded in PMMA with the same 2D cross section as above, see Table V. The ultrasound actuation of amplitude \( d_{\alpha} = 0.3 \text{ nm} \) is anti-symmetric in the \( y \) direction and independent of \( x \) along the entire bottom as sketched Fig. 2(b). The whole-system-resonance principle is now used to identify resonances useful for acoustophoresis in this coupled polymer-water systems. The frequency dependent volume-averaged acoustic radiation force \( \bar{F}_{rad} \) is shown in Fig. 8(d), and it reveals two strong resonances \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) at \( f_{\alpha} = 1.455 \text{ MHz} \) and at \( f_{\beta} = 1.785 \text{ MHz} \) with properties listed in Table VII. Their respective figures of merit (13), \( R_{\alpha} = 32.5 \) and \( R_{\beta} = 1.7 \), indicate that resonance \( \alpha \) is more likely to have good properties for acoustophoresis. This is verified by the detailed structure of the pressure field in Fig. 8(a) and the acoustic radiation force \( \bar{F}_{rad} \) represented by four vertical cut-planes in Fig. 8(c). The acoustic energy density at resonance \( \alpha \) is predicted to be \( E_{ac}^{\alpha} = 4.0 \text{ Pa} \) for the assumed actuation amplitude \( d_{0} = 0.3 \text{ nm} \).

Preliminary experiments performed by Pelle Ohlson and Ola Jakobsson at AcouSort AB in Lund, Sweden, on PMMA devices nominally identical to the one simulated here, have confirmed the existence of a whole-system ultrasound resonance at \( f = 1.55 \text{ MHz} \) with an acoustic energy density of \( E_{ac}^{sl} = 12 \text{ Pa} \), fully capable of obtaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resonance number</th>
<th>Frequency [MHz]</th>
<th>( Q )</th>
<th>( E_{ac}^{\alpha} ) [\text{Pa}]</th>
<th>( \bar{F}_{y radial} ) [\text{pN}]</th>
<th>( F_{z} ) [\text{pN}]</th>
<th>( R )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 8](image-url)
acoustophoretic focusing on suspended 10-µm-diameter polystyrene tracer particles [63]. The predicted whole-system resonance frequency \( f_\alpha = 1.455 \text{ MHz} \) is only 6% lower than the observed one, but 27% lower than the hard-wall resonance, and the predicted acoustic energy density \( E_{ac} = 4 \text{ Pa} \) will equal the observed one, if the assumed actuation amplitude is increased by a factor of \( \sqrt{12 \text{ Pa}/4 \text{ Pa}} = 1.7 \) from \( d_0 = 0.3 \text{ nm} \) to \( d_0 = 0.5 \text{ nm} \). A detailed report of these experiments and their comparison with simulations will be given elsewhere.

VII. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

We have presented a numerical study of an acoustically soft device consisting of a fluid channel inside a PMMA chip, where a single split or two separate ultrasound transducers operate in anti-phase to excite a standing ultrasound wave in the entire polymer chip. The model takes into account the fully coupled longitudinal and transverse displacement waves in the solid domain and their coupling with the pressure field in the fluid domain.

The nearly identical specific acoustic impedances for PMMA (and other polymers, see Fig. 9) and water does not allow for localized resonances in the water domain that are decoupled from the solid domain, as is usually the case in acoustically hard systems such as the conventional silicon-glass devices. Thus for all-polymer systems, the conventional thinking in terms of standing half-wave resonances in the fluid domain cannot be maintained. Instead, the acoustic fields in the two domains are strongly coupled, and given its large volume compared to the fluid domain, the solid domain largely determines the resonance behavior. Nevertheless, we have found whole-system ultrasound resonances (WSUR) that support good acoustophoretic action in the water channel. These WSUR resonances can be identified theoretically by computing resonance peaks in the area-averaged (in 2D) or volume-averaged (in 3D) acoustophoretic force component \( \bar{F}_{rad} \) by Eq. (11) in combination with the figure of merit \( R \) defined in Eq. (13). We have demonstrated in both 2D and 3D models, how such WSUR resonance indeed have acoustic properties that are comparable to those found in conventional systems used for acoustophoresis.

In the analysis presented here, we have focused on acoustophoresis similar to the one obtained by the simple

![FIG. 9. Numerical results for the PMMA device (top row), and a corresponding PDMS device with its cavity displaced 0.5 mm upwards (bottom row). (a1) The displacement field \( \mathbf{u} \) (green arrows) and its magnitude (color plot) from 0 nm (black) to 10 nm (white) in the PMMA device as in Fig. 6 but for the higher resonance \( f_7 = 2.987 \text{ MHz} \) of Q-factor \( Q = 0.19 \). To be visible, the nm-scale displacement has been increased by a factor 5000. (a2) Color plot of the corresponding pressure field \( p_1 \) in the water from \(-210 \text{ kPa} \) (blue) to 210 kPa (red). (a3) The corresponding radiation force \( F_{rad} \) (magenta arrows) on a 10-µm-diameter spherical polystyrene tracer particle and its magnitude (color plot) from 0 pN (black) to 1.9 pN (light yellow) as a function of its position in the water. (b1) As panel (a1), but for a PDMS device at the low resonance 0.726 MHz of Q-factor \( Q = 122 \) and with the displacement magnitude \( \mathbf{u} \) from 0 nm (black) to 19 nm (light yellow). (b2) The pressure field \( p_1 \) as in panel (a2), but with higher amplitude 310 kPa. (b3) The radiation force \( F_{rad} \) as in panel (a3), but with lower amplitude 0.3 pN.](image-url)
standing pressure half-wave resonance that focuses suspended particles in the vertical center plane in a PMMA device. However, our method is not restricted to this particular type of resonances. It is straightforward to extend it to searching for whole-system resonances with other spatial structures simply by changing the figure of merit to one that reflects the wanted type of resonance. Examples of a higher resonance in PMMA and a lower resonance in the rubber PDMS, are shown in Fig. 9.

The higher-frequency and more complex structured resonance in the PMMA device at $f_r = 2.987 \text{ MHz}$, shown in Fig. 9(a1)-(a3), is located by changing the figure of merit (13) to the product $F_{y_{\text{rad}}} F_{z_{\text{rad}}}/(1 \text{ pN}^2)$ to allow large radiation force components both horizontally and vertically. The resonance is reminiscent of a standing half-wave in both the horizontal and the vertical direction. With its Q-factor of 109 and a acoustic radiation force of magnitude $F_{\text{rad}} = 1.9 \text{ pN}$, this resonance would be fully capable of sustaining good acoustophoresis tendency to focus suspended particles in both directions towards the center-point of the channel cross section.

To demonstrate the use of the WSUR principle for other polymers than PMMA, we briefly discuss the rubber polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is often used as a stamp resin in the procedure of soft lithography in the fabrication of microfluidics chips. However, due to the lower transverse sound velocity 65 m/s in PDMS, compared to the longitudinal sound speed 1008 m/s, we cannot model the damping with a single damping coefficient $\Gamma_{sl}$ as in Eq. (1a). Instead, we employ complex-valued elastic moduli and set $\Gamma_{sl} = 0$. We use the measured frequency dependent values of PDMS RTV 615 given for two spatial structures simply by changing the figure of merit (13) to the product $F_{y_{\text{rad}}} F_{z_{\text{rad}}}/(1 \text{ pN}^2)$ to allow large radiation force components both horizontally and vertically. The resonance is reminiscent of a standing half-wave in both the horizontal and the vertical direction. With its Q-factor of 109 and a acoustic radiation force of magnitude $F_{\text{rad}} = 1.9 \text{ pN}$, this resonance would be fully capable of sustaining good acoustophoresis tendency to focus suspended particles in both directions towards the center-point of the channel cross section.

To demonstrate the use of the WSUR principle for other polymers than PMMA, we briefly discuss the rubber polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is often used as a stamp resin in the procedure of soft lithography in the fabrication of microfluidics chips. However, due to the low transverse sound velocity 65 m/s in PDMS, compared to the longitudinal sound speed 1008 m/s, we cannot model the damping with a single damping coefficient $\Gamma_{sl}$ as in Eq. (1a). Instead, we employ complex-valued elastic moduli and set $\Gamma_{sl} = 0$. We use the measured frequency dependent values of PDMS RTV 615 given for longitudinal waves [64] and transverse waves [65], which at the selected resonance frequency $f = 0.726 \text{ MHz}$ are $C_{11} = (1.035 - 10.0026) \text{ GPa}$, $C_{14} = (4.31 - 10.68) \text{ MPa}$, and $C_{12} = (1.027 - i 0.0012) \text{ GPa}$. Using this slightly modified model and the original figure of merit (13), we easily locate the half-wave-like resonance shown in Fig. 9(b1), at a frequency $f = 0.726 \text{ MHz}$, nearly three times lower than the ideal hard-wall half-wave frequency $f_{\text{hard}} = 1.985 \text{ MHz}$. The effect of the low transverse sound speed is seen as the horizontal ripple waves near the bottom of the device and decaying away form the transducer. To avoid these ripples, the water-filled cavity has been shifted upwards by 0.5 mm compared to the PMMA device. The resulting fields in the cavity, shown in Fig. 9(b2) and (b3), are ideal for acoustophoresis with a focusing at the vertical center plane. The Q-factor $Q = 122$ is relatively high, indeed comparable to conventional devices, and the resulting radiation force has a reasonable magnitude $F_{\text{rad}} = 0.3 \text{ pN}$. It is remarkable that the high damping of PDMS mainly lies in the transverse wave propagation, and that in the given geometry and actuation scheme it does not play a dominant role.

Preliminary experiments performed at AcouSort AB [63] on the specific PMMA system modeled here in 3D, have verified the existence of WSUR resonance and their ability to generate good acoustophoresis of a quality fully comparable to that obtained in conventional silicon-glass devices. It would of course been interesting also to verify our predictions for WSUR in PDMS devices experimentally, but this has not yet been done. Moreover, we have initiated a study on the recently developed structured multimaterial fibers [66], to test the WSUR principle in more complex geometries.

Based on the examples of its use, we believe that the whole-system-ultrasound-resonance principle, presented in this paper, has the potential of playing an important part in the development of high-quality, all-polymer, acoustofluidic devices using different materials and geometries: It provides physical insight and it can be used in the design process.
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